Maths

English

Science Everyday Materials

2.2 Structures: multiplication representing equal

Dragon Machine by Helen Ward

groups

Fiction: Story with an adventure focus

Meaurement: Length and Height

Major Glad, Major Dizzy by Jan Oke
Recount a diary entry from the point of a toy
Explanation

2.3 Times tables: groups of 2 and commutativity
Part 1
2.4 Times tables: groups of 10 and 5, and factors

Information texts
An eyewitness diary entry of - ‘The Great Fire’.
Newspaper accounts
Descriptive Poetry writing (London’s Burning)

of 0 or 1
2.5 Commutativity doubling and halving Part 2

Independent experiment: Which material is the

Measurement: Capacity and Volume

strongest? Which material would be the best umbrella?

2.6 Structures: quotitive and partition division

Modelled experiment: Will a block of ice in a warm place

Geomerty: Position and direction

Art/DT

Looking at a range of different materials and using
words to describe how they feel.
Where do materials come from?
Man-made/ natural?
Sorting materials using different categories
Modelled experiment.
Which material would be the best insulator?

melt more quickly than a block of ice in a cool place?
Intermediate experiment: Which object will melt the

The Great fire of London

first? Chocolate, ice-cream, butter, wax.

Colour mixing, observational drawings, use iPads,

Computing

textured rubbings, use of papier mache, 3D boxes
Geography

Making Music
Pictograms
Internet research on the Great

‘The Great Fire of London’

My World

Spring

Seven continents and five oceans

Fire/Plague.
Powerpoint to illustrate the Great fire and

Looking at maps and atlases

facts.

Year 2

History
The Great fire of London

Music

Timelines

Exploring pitch
Exploring instruments and symbols
PSHE
Health and well being, Relationships

PE

Gymnastics – Using parts of
the body
Dance- Great fire of London
roaring to life!

RSE
Changes: I can do, Being safe

Listening to fire sound effects
Uses instruments to create own
fire sounds
Sounds to accompany fire images –
compose fire music
Listen to extracts from ‘Dance
Infernal du Roi’ from The Firebird
(Stravinsky)

RE
Who is a Muslim and how do they live?
Why does Easter matter to Christians?
(Salvation)

